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Protection from WILD ALLERGENS

This primitive, gargantuan beast, on the prowl night and day, is waiting to penetrate YOUR home, and YOUR neighbourhood, is coming to frighten YOUR children and to enter YOUR nightmares. It is the vicious marauding DUST-MITE, ACTA-MARIAHAGODES PETERSWISENUS, PLUNGING OUT OF THE JUNGLE OF DUST AND HUMAN HAIR AND INTO YOUR MOST DESPERATE DREAMS...

PROMINENT HUNTER AND CITY GUN RETAILER JOCK STRAP says: "I remove the dust-mite with a combination of stealth, skill and a 12-gauge shotgun. No mite is too large for my sights and with my special African training and invincible drag-net I track the beast to its final and inevitable death in your living-room or under your T.V. set: the hunt may be long and protracted, but death is inevitable. I've killed many dust-mites in my time and can guarantee, absolutely, eradication. I cannot, however, guarantee burn-free carpets, unbroken crockery, unsmashed furniture or intact walls, for every social venture has its costs — my methods are thorough and I get thorough results.

But can I be sure that the kiddies will be safe? "No child is too big for my sights and as I track the beast to its inevitable death in your refrigerator my special Bengalese training comes into effect. Absolute safety of all personnel on the premises is guaranteed by my 2044 40 vision."

Will I need a special permit to gain the use of your services? "'No permit is required to hunt in the suburban area. This includes your living room: I go wherever the beast beckons to spell the end in time of its life span."

Can I be sure that my car will remain unscratched, what with inflation and all? "No car has ever prevented me from seeking out the beast in its natural habitat. The car will be safe as long as the beast is rendered obsolete and finished on this planet. From my Indian experience, no car has ever stood in my way."

What about the cost? "If you can't afford my high prices, forget about the whole thing."
U.S. Bases in Orstralya:

You Don't Need Uncle Sam!

The point about foreign bases in your country wouldn't be laboured so much except for the point that is that there's a present or future danger of a nuclear war, limited or otherwise.

Why? Simply because these bases and the forces they might be used to control the American global nuclear network, are designed to 'contain' the supposed expansion of the U.S.S.R. and China. More specifically, many are directed negatively towards the destruction of the American nuclear submarine fleet located in the Indian Ocean as part of this strategy.

I would like to indicate the seriousness of the problem, for example, these bases were put on full alert during the Middle East crisis in 1973 without the knowledge of the Australian government and despite our official sensitivity in the war. In other words, they are controlled from America by our government.

Now you and I know that there are no real and no serious reasons for these bases and the forces they control their activities. Established mainly during World War II, these bases are still being built all over the Western World.

Most recently for instance and again largely for political reasons, the government has decided to allow the establishment of a U.S. base in the area.

Therefore, in the future, this base and possibly another next year would have a significant military and political effect in the area. This could mean a more dangerous situation for the nuclear weapon site at Woomera, or as it is known in S.E. Germany.

One is thus tempted to wonder whether our friends in these bases protect our national security interests in the country, and are not of genuine strategic nature. Whatever their mission, their wipe-out potential is in the real, immediate threat to everyone in Australia and on this basis alone the foreign bases should be closed down and their staffs sent back to America. They are a menace to our survival.

A Day in the Life of a Nuclear Submarine Officer:

I sat down, took little effort because I was already seated. I looked up, pondered, and then took a more in-depth look at the various devices, then back them back (the things which were far more than quick shots).

"Time," I said to myself, "is precious, let's get on with it." I was doing my rounds, doing my rounds, doing my rounds.

I opened the door, turned the key, and walked in the room.

Time was precious, let's get on with it. I opened the door, turned the key, and walked in the room.

The next thing I knew was that we had started our journey. We had started our journey. We had started our journey.

I sat down, looked at the clock, and waited. We had started our journey. We had started our journey. We had started our journey.

As I sat there, I thought to myself, "What if we were late?" But I knew that we would be on time. I knew that we would be on time. I knew that we would be on time.

I decided to take a walk in the opposite direction. We had started our journey. We had started our journey. We had started our journey.

I stepped out of the door, turned the key, and walked out. We had started our journey. We had started our journey. We had started our journey.

As I walked out, I thought to myself, "What if we were late?" But I knew that we would be on time. I knew that we would be on time. I knew that we would be on time.

I decided to take a walk in the opposite direction. We had started our journey. We had started our journey. We had started our journey.

I stepped out of the door, turned the key, and walked out. We had started our journey. We had started our journey. We had started our journey.

As I walked out, I thought to myself, "What if we were late?" But I knew that we would be on time. I knew that we would be on time. I knew that we would be on time.

I decided to take a walk in the opposite direction. We had started our journey. We had started our journey. We had started our journey.

I stepped out of the door, turned the key, and walked out. We had started our journey. We had started our journey. We had started our journey.

As I walked out, I thought to myself, "What if we were late?" But I knew that we would be on time. I knew that we would be on time. I knew that we would be on time.
CONSERVE RESOURCES

The beneficial effects of cooking and eating the Prosh Rag: Dr. A. Blowery of K.E.S.A.B. recommends the medical advantages to be had from the proper preparation of the 'Prosh Rag' 1975. "It clears the nose, improves the vision, heightens the beauty of the eater, sharpens the hearing, is good for the heart, lungs, liver, kidneys, gall-bladder, urinary tract, digestive and circulatory systems, and is entirely beneficial to the whole being," he says. "Besides this it makes a mess if you throw it away."

Dr. Blowery sets out the four steps required for the achievement of this tasty meal:

In a hurry for a busy day? Have the kids just come home with their friends and you haven’t got a thing in the cupboards or fridge for them? Tired of serving up the same old meal? Then

Have a CHANGE

and prepare them the 1975 Prosh Rag.
I. Simply fold the Prosh Rag up into a manageable size and place it in a pot of boiling water (boil the water until boiling).
II. Add salt, and spices if desired.
III. Boil for fifteen minutes, stirring regularly and adding any other newsprint which is lying around the place — your local or daily papers for instance!
IV. Serve with butter and radishes and then watch the kids wolf it down.

The beneficial effects of eating the Prosh Rag:

BREAKDOWN OF CONTENTS OF PROSH RAG

INK: 0.4 gms. of ink, specially derived from aquatic sources, contains thiamine, niacin, Vit. B & C. Essential for good health.
PAPER: 4 gms. wgt. of paper containing the bone-builder cellulose; also Vitamins A, D & X. Necessary for proper vision.
VEGIES: This paper contains not more than 5 spectrograms of vegy extract which is more than 1/25th of the average daily dosage necessary for good health and balance.
COUGH SYRUP: The manufacturers, as a special for this newspaper, have included a capful of Formula 44 in each copy to fight the coughs and to even out the bumps.
MARRROWBONE JELLY: The paper also contains several spoonfuls of tasty marrowbone jelly to keep you and your dog in bounding good health.
CONCENTRATED DOPE EXTRACT: An alternative way of consuming this year's rag is derived from its special intoxicating properties. Dry the Prosh Rag in an oven turned up to 350 degrees F. for four minutes, take the dried paper and shred it into fine pieces. These can be rolled into ' joints' or stirred into biscuit mixes to make flag cookies or Froshcakes. Fantastic bit.